STANDING POLICY 4
CSF POLICY ON CAMPUS PRIORITIES IN TIMES OF STUDENT SERVICE REDUCTIONS PLANNING

Approved: May 3, 2003
Amended: May 1, 2011
Amended: April 20, 2013

The Council on Student Fees has agreed that in times of student service reductions, the following criteria should be used to prioritize student services, while recognizing unique situations on each campus:

- Total amount of Student Services Fee allocation
- Proportion of Student Services Fee in total unit budget
- Percentage of the entire Student Services Fee budget being used on a given unit/program
- Overall impact on student welfare, including degree of tangible service level impact
- Size of service target population
- Impact on service target population
- Ability of the unit to find supplemental funding or otherwise absorb cuts
- Impact on staff and layoffs
- Effect of reductions on other units and other student services
- Quality and value of information provided by unit/presentation
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The Council on Student Fees, in coalition with UCSA, is the UC-recognized student voice on fee policy.